Local Structure and Dynamics of Water Absorbed in Poly(ether imide): A Hydrogen Bonding Anatomy.
Hydrogen bonding (HB) interactions play a major role in determining the behavior of macromolecular systems absorbing water. In fact, functional and structural properties of polymer-water mixtures are affected by the amount and type of these interactions. This contribution aims at a molecular level understanding of the interactional scenario for the technologically relevant case of the poly(ether imide)-water system. The problem has been tackled by combining different experimental and theoretical approaches which, taken together, provide a comprehensive physical picture. Relevant experimental data were gathered by in situ FTIR spectroscopy, while molecular dynamics (MD) and statistical thermodynamics approaches were used as modeling theoretical tools. It was found that, among the possible configurations, some are strongly prevailing. In particular, water molecules preferentially establish water bridges with two carbonyl groups of the same PEI repeating unit. Water self-interactions were also detected, giving rise to a "second shell" species in the prevalent form of dimers. The population of the different water species was evaluated spectroscopically, and a remarkable agreement with theoretical predictions was found.